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Certain versions of Onedev from Onedev Project contain the following
vulnerability:

Onedev is an open source, self-hosted Git Server with CI/CD and
Kanban. During CI/CD builds, it is possible to save build artifacts for
later retrieval. They can be accessed through OneDev's web UI after
the successful run of a build. These artifact files are served by the
webserver in the same context as the UI without any further

restrictions. This leads to Cross-Site Scripting (XSS) when a user creates a build artifact that
contains HTML. When accessing the artifact, the content is rendered by the browser,
including any JavaScript that it contains. Since all cookies (except for the rememberMe one)
do not set the HttpOnly flag, an attacker could steal the session of a victim and use it to
impersonate them. To exploit this issue, attackers need to be able to modify the content of
artifacts, which usually means they need to be able to modify a project's build spec. The
exploitation requires the victim to click on an attacker's link. It can be used to elevate
privileges by targeting admins of a OneDev instance. In the worst case, this can lead to
arbitrary code execution on the server, because admins can create Server Shell Executors
and use them to run any command on the server. This issue has been patched in version
7.3.0. Users are advised to upgrade. There are no known workarounds for this issue.

CVSS3 Score: 5.4 - MEDIUM
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CHANGED LOW LOW NONE

CVE-2022-39207 has been assigned by  security-advisories@github.com to track the vulnerability - currently rated as MEDIUM

severity.

Affected Vendor/Software:  theonedev - onedev version < 7.3.0
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CVE References

Description Tags Link

Fix XSS attach for published
artifacts ·
theonedev/onedev@adb6e31
· GitHub

github.com

text/html

 MISC
github.com/theonedev/onedev/commit/adb6e31476621f824fc3227a695232df830d83ab

Persistent XSS · Advisory ·
theonedev/onedev · GitHub

github.com

text/html

 CONFIRM github.com/theonedev/onedev/security/advisories/GHSA-27fw-gv88-
qrpg

Securing Developer Tools:
OneDev Remote Code
Execution

blog.sonarsource.com

text/html

 MISC blog.sonarsource.com/onedev-remote-code-execution/

By selecting these links, you may be leaving CVEreport webspace. We have provided these links to other websites because they may have information that
would be of interest to you. No inferences should be drawn on account of other sites being referenced, or not, from this page. There may be other websites that
are more appropriate for your purpose. CVEreport does not necessarily endorse the views expressed, or concur with the facts presented on these sites. Further,
CVEreport does not endorse any commercial products that may be mentioned on these sites. Please address comments about any linked pages to
comment@cve.report.

There are currently no QIDs associated with this CVE

Exploit/POC from Github

Onedev is an open source, self-hosted Git Server with CI/CD and Kanban. During CI/CD
builds, it is possible to save b…

Known Affected Configurations (CPE V2.3)

Type Vendor Product Version Update Edition Language

Application Onedev Project Onedev All All All All

No vendor comments have been submitted for this CVE
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